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INSTRUCTIONS: After reading and analyzing the text, you will discuss your perspective by making a statement and 
supporting this statement with examples from your perspective.   
 
What is a Thesis Statement? 
A thesis statement is a sentence (or two) in your introduction paragraph that contains the focus of your essay and outlines for 
readers what the essay is going to be about.  The thesis statement should form your perspective from the research of the topic 
you are discussing.  The analysis of the response MUST discuss the information within the thesis statement.   
 
The thesis statement also allows you to understand what order to introduce the topics you want to discuss.  Whichever topic is 
first you discuss first and whatever topic is introduced second is second and so on. 

 
What makes an empire successful?   
Example of created thesis question – What is required for an empire to be successful?  What do successful empires have in 
common?  What are the characteristics of a successful empire?  What is the difference between an empire and a civilization? 
YOUR ANSWER CAN BECOME YOUR THESIS STATEMENT, TITLE OF THE CURRENT EVENT, ESSAY or PROJECT. 

 
How to create Thesis Questions 
Creating thesis questions before reading an article or learning about a unit will make it easier to create your perspective as 
well as inspire further research into the topic chosen.  This will also allow you to examine perspectives while creating your 
own perspective on the topic.  Questions can be made from the title of an article or from creating additional questions  

 
1. THESIS STATEMENT FORMULA 
 
Answering the Inquiry Arc or the historical question will create your thesis question. 
Identify the two or three most important ideas that answer the Inquiry Arc Question and answer the question. 

 
What makes empires successful? 
 
Empires are successful when they have (insert idea), (insert idea), and (insert idea), 
 
The (name of empire) and (name of empire) are successful because (insert idea), (insert idea), and (insert idea), 
 
The (name of empire) was successful because of their (insert idea) system and the (name of empire) was successful because of 
their (insert idea) system. 

 

2. TOPIC SENTENCE 
 
The (name the first written empire above) had a successful (insert idea) system. 
(add PERSIA category – refer to the claim) 

 
Complete the Evidence and Reasoning steps when discussing the ideas. How to Answer Historical Questions Resource 

PERSONAL CONNECTION 
Make the Inquiry Arc question connect to you. 
What makes empires successful? What makes me successful? 

 
 
 
 
 

https://www.historythebigpicture.com/uploads/1/5/8/4/15849174/how_to_answer_historical_questions_-_persia.pdf

